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 quilt     craft     cook    create Constructing the block, cont: 
 

To make the H units, sew 8 Beige scrap 1 1/2 by (at least) 12-inch strips together, pressing the seams to one direc-

tion. The strip set should measure 8 1/2-inches wide. Cut the strip set into 4 2 1/2-inch units; set aside. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Follow the diagram on Page 2 to layout and make the block. Starting with the center square, work outwards sewing 

the side C Blue scrap 1 1/2-inch squares, then the top and bottom C squares; press. Add the side D Red scrap rec-

tangles, sew a C Beige scrap 1 1/2-inch square to the top and bottom rows; press. Add the side E Blue scrap rec-

tangles; press. Add the top and bottom F Blue scrap rectangles; press. Sew the side H units to each side; press. 

Sew the G units to each end of the remaining H units; sew to top and bottom; press. 

 

Erik’s tips: 
 

This block is a bit different in construction than some of our other blocks in the sense that it is 

constructed from the center outwards, somewhat like a Courthouse Steps block. A careful 1/4-

inch seam is necessary, pressing after the addition of each set of pieces, to keep the block rela-

tively straight. As you add pieces, do not be afraid to press any of the previously pressed seams 

in the opposite direction to get the seams to lay flat. This will help when adding the H units as 

the seams will match where the E and F pieces come together. Double-check your measure-

ments at any point to keep the block on track. If you have trouble, view the on-line tutorial for 

help.  
 

Your finished block will measure 12 1/2-inches (unfinished). 
 
 

Notes about our (slightly modified) Yankee Charm Block: 
 

This block is credited to N Cabot in 1933 and later in 1937. Between the two blocks there is 

only a slight variance in the width of some pieces and both blocks are essentially the same. It 

forms a large ‘O’ and incorporates features similar to blocks like ‘Pennsylvania’ and ‘Boston’, 

other blocks named for Yankee states. We can only imagine the charm Benjamin Franklin 

needed to convince the French Court and King Louis XVI for help. Charm that would change 

the face of North America and history; he was successful. By this time, Ben was very well-

known in Europe and the French Court fell absolutely in love with his wit, style, and of course, 

his charm.  
 

The original block pattern calls for the B units to made as a solid one-patch rectangle; we chose 

to break the B patches into two pieces for our scrappy look. We did the same for the H units 

breaking them into eight pieces. If you would like to make these pieces in one whole piece, the 

B pieces measure 1 1/2 by 2 1/2-inches and the H units, 2 1/2 by 8 1/2-inches. Use as many 

scraps as you can...or want...or reverse the colors for something different. Enjoy making this 

block! 
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